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Irrational Human Rights?
An Examination of International Human Rights Treaties

Naide el-Khoury, Max Planck Foundation

Investments in Conflict Zones
The Role of International Investment Law in Armed Conflicts, Disputed Territories, and ‘Frozen’ Conflicts

Edited by Tobias Ackermann and Sebastian Wuschka

“Hard Power” and the European Convention on Human Rights

Peter Kempees

Choice of Law in Practice
A Twenty-Year Report from the Trenches (Set of 3)

Symeon C. Symeonides, Willamette University
College of Law

``Jus Post Bellum:``
The Rediscovery, Foundations, and Future of the Law of Transforming War into Peace

Jens Irseon, Leiden University

Humanitarian Intervention and Political Support for Interstate Use of Force

Edited by Professor Cyrille Fijnaut and Dr. Joris Larik, University of Leiden.

Excessive Maritime Claims
Fourth Edition

J. Ashley Roach

The Politics of International Criminal Law
Edited by Dr. Holly Cullen, Dr. Philipp Kastner and Dr. Sean Richmond, University of Western Australia

Biolaw and International Criminal Law
Towards Interdisciplinary Synergies

Edited by Prof. Caroline Fournet, University of Groningen and Prof. Anja Matvijikiv, Indiana University Northwest

The Yearbook of Polar Law Volume 12, 2020

Edited by Gudmundur Alfredsson, Julia Jobour, Timo Koivurova and Aiko Shibata
Special Editor for Volume 12: Julia Jobour
December 2020 | Hardcover (x, 481 pp.) | ISBN 9789000446374 | Price US$ 377

WTO Law and Trade Policy
Reform for Low-Carbon Technology Diffusion
Common Concern of Humankind, Carbon Pricing, and Export Credit Support

Zaker Ahmad
The Rights of Refugees
Under International Law

SECOND EDITION

James C. Hathaway, University of Michigan Law School

PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION:

“... The authoritative comprehensive commentary of the [Refugee] Convention. As usual, the strength of Hathaway's approach lies in the precision of his legal analysis.”
Catherine Phuong, Human Rights Law Review

“... The fundamental opus of international refugee law.”
Kay Hailbronner, International Journal of Refugee Law

FIRST EDITION: WINNER OF THE CERTIFICATE OF MERIT,
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, 2007
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An Introduction to the
International Criminal Court
Sixth Edition
William A. Schabas

INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF INVESTMENTS
The Substantive Standards
August Reinsch
Christoph Schreuer

Transnational Corporations
and Human Rights
Gwynne L. Skinner
with Rachel Chapman and Sarah McGaff

State Renaissance for Peace
Transnational Governance under International Law
Emmanuel H. Di Dèe Groof

cambridge.org/IntLaw